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Introduction

History and practice of NMB monitoring

The first muscle relaxant, d-tubocurarine, was introduced into anaesthetic practice in 1942 by Harold Griffith.1 As early as 1954, it was noted that patients who had received d-tubocurarine had a six-fold higher mortality rate than patients who had not received the drug.2 Inadequate reversal of skeletal muscle paralysis at the end of anaesthesia has been described as postoperative residual curarization (PORC). In 1958, the use of a nerve stimulator to monitor the action of muscle relaxants was suggested,3 but for many years thereafter only clinical parameters were used to infer the absence of clinically significant PORC in the recovery area, including: Head lift more than 5 seconds, tongue protrusion, vital capacity > 15 ml/kg4 and hand grip strength.5

By 1971 it was suggested that the level of PORC could be assessed by using the train-of-four twitch technique (TOF).6 A ratio of > 0.7 was considered to indicate adequate recovery of muscle strength before endotracheal tube removal, given that it correlated well with the clinical parameters mentioned above. This standard was used for many years thereafter. In 1997,7 a significant post-operative pulmonary complication (POPC) rate was reported if the train-of-four value was < 0.7 in the immediate postoperative period after pancuronium administration.

Around the same time it was demonstrated8 (by TOF-testing the adductor pollicis muscles of a small sample of volunteers) that pharyngeal tone approaches normal values when the concurrent TOF demonstrates a ratio of > 0.9. This cast doubt on the validity of the previously held threshold being adequate for endotracheal tube removal. Subsequently a TOF ratio of > 0.9 became the accepted standard to achieve before endotracheal tube removal.

Another concern is related to the inability to detect fade by clinical examination during TOF delivery. Diagnosing PORC by tactile or visual assessment of the peripheral nerve stimulation response is sub-optimal. Even experienced observers cannot feel fade if the TOF ratio is > 0.4.9,10 Mechanomyography, electromyography and acceleromyography are alternative measurement techniques that provide more objective assessments of PORC.11

Recent studies have shown that the TOF ratio is slightly overestimated when it is determined using acceleromyography. Thus it is questioned whether a TOF ratio of 1.0 should rather be aimed for when acceleromyography is used, in order to ensure a TOF ratio > 0.9.12,13

Clinical significance

It is well described in the literature that PORC leads to increased postoperative complications, including:
• Airway and breathing compromise
• An unpleasant patient experience\textsuperscript{14,15}
• Decreased theatre efficiency

In the South African context two studies reported incidences of 29\% and 43\% respectively for PORC with TOF < 0.9.\textsuperscript{16,17} Elsewhere a meta-analysis in 2007 inferred that PORC is common, with an estimated TOF < 0.9 incidence rate of about 41\%, in patients who received intermediate acting NMBs.\textsuperscript{18}

\textbf{Airway and breathing compromise:}
• A five times higher rate of aspiration (laryngeal penetration) was described in a study of partially paralysed healthy volunteers given an infusion of atracurium with concomitant monitoring of the TOF ratio and video radiography of the larynx.\textsuperscript{19}
• PORC is associated with an increased risk of POPC, including respiratory failure, pulmonary oedema, tracheal reintubation and pneumonia. Data from a retrospective analysis of hospital records of 48 499 patients showed an association between higher doses of neuromuscular blocking drugs and POPC.\textsuperscript{20}
• More episodes of upper airway obstruction during transport to the post anaesthesia care unit (PACU) were observed in patients managed with conventional qualitative TOF assessment compared to similar patients managed with acceleromyographic quantitative TOF monitoring.\textsuperscript{21}
• Post-operative hypoxaemia\textsuperscript{22}
  • In this randomised prospective placebo controlled trial of 114 patients, failure to reverse minimal PORC was associated with hypoxaemia in the PACU, occurring about twice as often in the no-neostigmine placebo group (29 occurrences) vs. the neostigmine group (16 occurrences).
• Critical respiratory events in the PACU\textsuperscript{23}
  • In this study 0.8\% of patients developed critical respiratory events (61 of 7 459 patients), most commonly hypoxaemia and upper airway obstruction. The TOF ratios, mean and (± standard deviation), in the critical respiratory event group were 0.62 (± 0.2).

\textbf{An unpleasant experience:}
• In one study, 149 patients arriving in PACU were divided into two groups based on a measured TOF ratio of < 0.9 and ≥ 0.9 respectively. The 48 patients who fell in the TOF ratio < 0.9 group were found to have, after arrival in PACU:
  • A feeling of general muscle weakness in 73\% at 60 minutes
  • Inability to swallow in 29\% at 20 minutes
  • Inability to speak normally in 33\% of patients at 40 minutes
  • Inability to cough normally in 27\% at 40 minutes
  • Blurry vision in 23\% and diplopia in 10\% at 60 minutes.
It is no surprise that some of these symptoms associated with PORC are reported as unpleasant.\textsuperscript{24}

\textbf{Decreased perioperative efficiency}
Longer times to discharge from the PACU has been described for patients with PORC.\textsuperscript{25} In this study of 246 consecutive PACU patient admissions, the average time in PACU was 243 minutes for patients with adequate recovery compared to 323 minutes for patients who had a TOF ratio of < 0.9.
Slower postoperative weaning from ventilation and longer times to endotracheal tube removal have been associated with lower TOF ratios after cardiac surgery.\textsuperscript{15}

\textbf{Why do some anaesthetists monitor NMB inadequately?}
At the authors’ institution, the perceived lack of availability of PNSs could contribute to inadequate monitoring and management of neuromuscular blockade. This encouraged the authors to perform an audit of PNSs.
Worldwide it is described that many anaesthetists are still not monitoring the level of neuromuscular blockade with a quantitative modality such as the TOF ratio. Hypotheses as to why that may be include\textsuperscript{26}: heuristics, confirmation bias, production pressure to optimise turnaround time and complacency bred from past “successes”.

\textbf{What should anaesthetists be doing?}
In South Africa the following recommendations are made with regards to neuromuscular blockade monitoring and reversal\textsuperscript{27} (South African Society of Anaesthesiologists [SASA] 2018):
• A peripheral nerve stimulator to monitor neuromuscular function is considered an essential item needed as a minimum requirement for the safe conduct of anaesthesia in any hospital.
• Peripheral nerve stimulators should be immediately available in theatre and in the recovery room.
• Patients should have recovered from neuromuscular blockade prior to handover to staff from the theatre recovery room, and thus also prior to discharge from the anaesthetist’s care.
It is described in the literature that PORC cannot be assessed adequately without an objective measure of neuromuscular function.\textsuperscript{9,10} Taken in conjunction with the SASA recommendations above, it is the authors’ opinion that neuromuscular function should be assessed using a PNS device with TOF ratio display capabilities.

\textbf{Methodology}

\textbf{Overview}
• The study was designed as an audit of PNS availability and function with the aim to compare our PNS equipment availability to the recommended standard. More than 90\% of data collection was done between 2 January 2018 and 2 February 2018, and the last area was assessed on 15 May 2018.
• Study location:
This audit was performed at the hospitals staffed by the department of Anaesthesia and Perioperative Medicine at the University of Cape Town, which included the following locations: Groote Schuur Hospital, Mowbray Maternity Hospital, Red Cross War Memorial Children's Hospital, New Somerset Hospital, Maitland Cottage Hospital and Valkenberg Hospital (hereafter referred to as “the authors’ institution”)

- Research procedures and data collection methods:
  The number of PNSs available in the theatre and recovery areas of the institution was documented. These findings were judged against the 2012 SASA practice guidelines. A unique identification number was assigned to each PNS unit. Thereafter, the functionality of these units was tested by confirming the presence of the electrical current bursts delivered during the TOF and Double Burst Stimulation (DBS) modes. In order to perform these measurements, the PNSs were connected to a skin-equivalent-resistance circuit built by the co-author Mr Pead (Figure 1).

  We opted to use a 2.47 kOhm resistor for this, given that between 1 and 4.5 kOhm is described in test manuals. The voltage produced by the electrical current bursts set at 60mA were measured over the resistor. Thereafter, a graphic display of the voltage/time wave loop of the TOF and DBS current bursts were recorded in numerical (Excel®) and digital photographic (PNG file) format using a Keysight InfiniiVision EDUX1002G Digital Storage Oscilloscope. The PNSs were classified as either functional or faulty depending on the results of this test, applying Ohm’s law. Data were recorded and stored using an Excel spreadsheet.

**PNS availability**

PNS units are often shared between operating theatres to save costs. Therefore, it is important to define adequate availability. For the purpose of this study, importance was placed on having a “designated specific location” for the device. If the device was kept in a specifically labelled location just outside theatre, it would be labelled as adequately available. On the other hand, if a unit was shared between theatres but was not kept in a designated location it was deemed “not easily available”.

**Statistics**

The nerve stimulators were classified as functional or not, and the nature of the faults described. The areas assessed for PNS availability were classified into three groups with PNS either “physically present”; “easily available” or “not easily available.”

Given the striking repeatability of the PNS recordings between devices, it was opted to use descriptive statistical analysis of this data to demonstrate and emphasise this finding using the mean and standard deviation, once it was confirmed that the data was normally distributed.

**Results**

In total 59 areas where a peripheral stimulator should be easily available (PNS-zones) were identified. These areas consisted of 48 operating theatre or procedural areas (e.g. Catheterisation Laboratory, Electroconvulsive Therapy Suite) and 11 recovery areas.
The overall consistency of the delivered voltage spikes is noteworthy. In total 61 units were able to give scope meter recordings, although this was often performed with a set of “loan cables” where the units’ original cables were damaged or missing. This translated into 244 peak values to give scope meter recordings, although this was often performed with a set of “loan cables” where the units’ original cables were damaged or missing. This translated into 244 peak values for TOF voltage peak measurements. An assessment was made of the mean and standard deviation of the peak values measured with the scope meter. The skewness and kurtosis suggested normal distribution across the units.

The overall consistency of the delivered voltage spikes is noteworthy. In total 61 units were able to give scope meter recordings, although this was often performed with a set of “loan cables” where the units’ original cables were damaged or missing. This translated into 244 peak values for TOF voltage peak measurements. An assessment was made of the mean and standard deviation of the peak values measured with the scope meter. The skewness and kurtosis suggested normal distribution across the units.

The other malfunctions found are indicated in Figure 4.
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The inability of these devices to exclude incomplete return of neuromuscular function by modern standards make them all but obsolete. However, some value remains in the ability to demonstrate very deep NMB levels where fade is detectable clinically and to demonstrate where TOF counts < 4 are present.

The lack of manufacturer support for many of the older PNS units in use at our institution shortens the foreseeable lifespan of the remaining functional PNS fleet. Some of these PNS models are no longer manufactured. Most of these units will thus become unusable at some point when they break down and need maintenance or repairs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Implications for our region resulting from the audit findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• The performance of this audit helped catalyse the acquisition of further modern PNS units at our institution. At the conclusion of this study a further 8 E-NMT units have already been delivered to GSH hospital and the plan is to continue increasing our inventory for the future.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Procurement of a modern scope meter with the ability to store and download test data in a downloadable format should be considered for the clinical engineering departments of the hospitals where PNSs are used. This equipment will facilitate routine maintenance and enable future audit projects of electronic devices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Hospitals need to continue acquiring more TOF-R capable units to align themselves with measurement standards described in the literature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• An awareness and educational campaign needs to be launched within the departments of anaesthesia to educate and motivate anaesthetists to:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>◦ Utilise appropriate PNMB monitoring, and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>◦ Advocate for the provision of adequate numbers of PNS devices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The cost and availability of repairs and cable replacements should be factored into the decision when acquiring more PNS units. The anaesthetic machine mounted PNS unit retails for about 3 times the price of the handheld device. It is hypothesised that the machine mounted units may last longer due to:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>◦ Higher quality electrode cabling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>◦ Less handling of the machine mounted units, resulting in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• A smaller chance of being dropped and broken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Less winding up / coiling of the electrode cables which may prolong cable life.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The cost-benefit ratio of the current options (E-NMT vs. Xavant Stimpod NMS450) should be further audited prospectively while in use to help guide future acquisitions of these devices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• There may be a potential market for small cost-effective skin-equivalent resistance test-circuit devices that can give a binary confirmation of functionality for a PNS unit delivering TOF and DBS.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Summary

• Patients should have their neuromuscular function monitored perioperatively during and after the administration of neuromuscular blocking agents until full return of neuromuscular function.

• The practical “standard of care” for neuromuscular function monitoring is the use of acceleromyography in conjunction with device software that will express a train-of-four ratio.29

• This audit highlighted the need at the authors’ institution for more new generation PNSs with TOF-ratio-display-ability to align ourselves with the recommendations from the anaesthetic literature.
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- It also highlighted the need for an improved sharing system in those areas were PNS: clinical area ratio is < 1.
- This research also highlighted the accuracy and consistency of delivered current bursts by the working PNS devices.
- There are opportunities for further research in evaluating the contribution of skin related factors on the conduction of current bursts with PNSs.
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Glossary of terms used:

- DBS - Double Burst Stimulation
- NMB - Neuromuscular blockade
- PACU - Post anaesthesia care unit
- PNS - Peripheral nerve stimulators
- PNS-zones - Areas where peripheral stimulator availability is needed according to South African Society for Anaesthesiologists’ practice guidelines
- PNM - Peripheral neuromuscular monitors (a synonym for PNS)
- PORC - Postoperative residual curarisation
- POPC - Postoperative pulmonary complications
- RCWMCH - Red Cross War Memorial Children's Hospital
- RNMB - Residual neuromuscular blockade, a synonym for PORC
- SASA - South African Society of Anaesthesiologists
- TOF - Train-of-four